Abstract. A formally real field of algebraic numbers is constructed which has decidable elementary theory and does not have a real closed or p-adically closed subfield.
Introduction. In his list of problems [7] , A. Robinson remarked (p. 501, loc. cit.): "I do not know of any proper subfield of the field of algebraic numbers, other than the fields of algebraic real orp-adic numbers, that has been shown to be decidable". Taken literally, this remark is rather strange, because the well-known results of Ax-Kochen-Ersov of 1964-1965 provide several decidable fields of algebraic numbers other than the fields mentioned by Robinson. But each of these is henselian with respect to a certain nontrivial valuation, so has a p-adically closed subfield for some prime p. (See [3] for the notion of p-adically closed field. A field of algebraic numbers is p-adically closed iff it is isomorphic with the field of algebraic p-adic numbers, similarly as a field of algebraic numbers is real closed iff it is isomorphic with the field of real algebraic numbers.)
It is also easy to see that a field extension of finite degree over a decidable field of algebraic numbers is a decidable field. But applying this result to one of the fields indicated above gives again fields with a p-adically closed or real closed subfield.
So probably Robinson wanted a decidable field of algebraic numbers which has no p-adically closed or real closed subfield. In §2 we will construct such fields.
I am indebted to Jan Denef for calling my attention to the question answered in this paper. 1 . Preliminaries. In this and the next section, n is a fixed integer larger than 1. We define OFn as the 1st order theory whose models are the structures (A, F" . . ., P") with (A, F,) an ordered field, i.e. A is a field and P¡ 4-P, c P" P¡ ■ P, c F" F,, n F, = {0), F,, u (-F,) = A (1 < i < n). The language of Fact 1 (from [I, p. 54]; see also [5] for the notion of model companion'). OFn has a model companion OFn. The models of OFn are those n-ordered fields (K, P" . . ., P") which satisfy: OFn is even a decidable theory (cf. [1, p. 74] ), but I do not see how this can be used to obtain a decidable model of OFn which is algebraic over Q. In §2 we shall construct just such a model. An index of an algebraic number field K is the index of a generator K over Q, i.e. of an a E Q with K = Q(a). 'Given an algebraic number field' will mean: 'given an index of an algebraic number field'. (1) given a E Q, (I) determines the minimum polynomial of a over Q; (2) given a E Q, (II) determines whether a E Q holds;
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use We obtain (I) from Fact 3, (II) by using (I) and looking at the degree of the minimum polynomial. Given a,b G Q, there is a c G Q with Q(a, b) = Q(c), hence such a c will be found by trying all possibilities, so (III) exists. Computing the degrees of Q(a), Q(b) and Q(a, b) over Q by using (I) and (HI) and looking at whether they are equal, gives (IV). A similar argument gives (V).
Suppose now that a G Q has minimum polynomial fiX) G Q[A] and that fiX) has precisely rf real roots and that rx, . . . , rn are integers with 1 < r, < rf. 1 < rn < r¡. Let a G co be the index of a. Then (a, rx, . . . , rn) is said to be an index of the «-ordered field (Q(a), F" . .., F"), where for each i = 1, . . ., « F, is the unique ordering on Q(a) such that a is the r¡th root of fiX) in the real closure of (Q(a), P¡), these roots being numbered in increasing order. Using (IV) and Sturm's theorem, the following will be clear:
Fact 5. There is an algorithm which, given (a, rx, . . . , rn) G u"+x, decides whether it is an index of an «-ordered field %, and if so, computes the unique index ( ß, sx,. . ., sn) of % with minimal ß.
Let us call this index (ß, s,,..., sn) the minimal index of X. It will now be clear what the phrase 'given an «-ordered algebraic number field' means.
Finally we will use in §2 a fixed recursive bijection it: w -» « X <o such that the first coordinate of ir(m) is < m, for all m G w.
2. Construction of the field. Let <% = (F, Px, . . . , Pn) be any given «-ordered algebraic number field such that P¡ =£ Pj for i +j. We define 6 as the set of all «-ordered algebraic number fields % with 5" c %. We fix for each % G 6 an enumeration (%: (/■, a,)-ew of all pairs (/, a) with / G K[X, Y] monic and of positive degree in Y, and a G K (A = the underlying field of %). We suppose uniform effectiveness: there should be an algorithm which, given % G 6 and/ G w, constructs the pair (fjy aj) = a^jj). Now we can construct an ascending sequence 0tm)mfEa in S as follows (where we write %m = (Km, QXm,. If this is the case we will discover this by trying out decompositions of/. If we find one, we put %m+x = %m. By construction of the chain CK-m)meu it is clear that the map m h> minimal index of Km is recursive.
We put %m =JJ "e" %m, and write %x = (Kx, QXaa, ..., Q"J. Claim l.KxtOFn. (See §1, Fact 1.)
Proof. QXx, . . . , Qnoo are n distinct orderings on K^, because they extend the n distinct orderings P,, . . ., P" on 3Q,. As they are archimedean, they induce n different interval topologies on Kx, so (a) of Fact 1 is satisfied. Proof. By model completeness of OFn and Claim 1 we have that OFn u Diagt^rC^,) is a complete theory. But Diag(9Coe) = U {Diag %m\m E w), so Diagi^rC^,) is recursively enumerable. Hence OF" u Diag^^,) is a complete theory with a recursively enumerable axiomatization. This implies in particular that there are two recursive functions, one enumerating Tl^DC^), the other enumerating {o\-<o E Thi^)) (= the complement of ThC^) within the set of OFn-sentences). Hence ThCîrC^) is decidable.
Corollary.
Kx is a decidable subfield of Q and does not have any real closed or p-adically closed subfield. 
